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SURFACE CONDITIONING

2" and 3" Rapid Blend Grinding Discs

Engineered abrasives Grind in 3D 8X Life

• Seeded Gel (SG) ceramic – Norton Blaze (orange) has a quicker cut rate 
and longer life compared to conventional abrasives

• Proprietary Norton Vortex aluminum oxide aggregate grain (blue) 
performs the medium to fine grit steps of traditional discs in an easy 
one-step operation

• New construction: abrasive is distributed throughout the entire disc (top, 
bottom and side) so all three faces can be used and providing 3 - 8 times 
the life of competitive surface blending discs

• Special resin chemistry resists shedding when used on sharp edges, 
making it ideal for deburring and creates no smearing

TOP BOTTOM SIDE

Norton Blaze and Norton Vortex Rapid Blend Discs
Ideal for removing surface rust, blending out grind marks, and removing 
coatings from automotive surfaces. 

Norton Blaze (orange) can also be used to remove seam sealer and 
undercoating without loading. Norton Vortex (blue) is great for removing 
gaskets and works very well on aluminum without loading or smearing.

The discs are thin enough to get into tight spots but durable enough to 
last. Norton Blaze ceramic grain ensures a fast cut with long life. Norton 
Vortex grain cuts faster and finishes finer than conventional aluminum 
oxide abrasives.  

Both can be used on the face, side, and back. Use with a 1" back-up pad 
to allow use of the top surface of the disc and allow the disc to conform 
to contours.
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Traditional Surface Conditioning Discs
Vortex Rapid Blend Discs = Consistent Cut Rate
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Material Removal per Cycle in Aluminum/Flat Test 
– 2" TR Discs

2" TR 3" TR
DESCRIPTION PART # PART #
Blaze (Orange) 66623338632 66623338633
Vortex (Blue) 66623334782 66623334783
Case 10 10
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